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ZOG- 43 is dedicated to model rocketeers of all ages, abilities, and

interest. We are committed to providing the most current, up-to-date

information on model and real world rocketry, and to provide

educational material, as well as, entertaining information.

ZOG-43 is published bi-monthly and is available to anyone on a

subscription basis: $10 for email; $1 5 for meeting pickup; $20 for US

postal mail delivery.

Material in ZOG -43 is copyrighted. Free and unlimited reproduction is

granted with the proper credit to the author and/or ZOG-43.

If you have any questions about ZOG- 43, NARHAMS, subscriptions,

or if you have any comment(s), correspondence, or if you’d like to

submit an article, send them to:

ZOG-43

1 404 Sweet Cherry Court Severn, MD 211 44

E-Mail us at: zog43editor@yahoo.com

About NARHAMS

The National Association ofRocketry Headquarters Astro Modeling

Section, or NARHAMS, serves Baltimore, the state ofMaryland.,

Washington, DC and the surrounding Metropolitan areas. The club is a

section (#139) of the National Association ofRocketry (NAR).

We are the oldest continuously active model rocket club in the United

States, first established as a high school club in 1963, changing our

name to NARHAMS when chartered as a NAR section in 1965.

NARHAMS is the only seven time winner of the NAR “Section of the

Year” award (1997, 1 998, 1 999, 2001 , 2004, 2006, and 2007).

NARHAMS members regularly fly their model rockets at NASA’s

Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt Md, at Old National

Regional park near Mt. Airy, Md. and at the Carroll County Agriculture

Center, near Westminster, Md.

NARHAMS welcomes all to our monthly meetings and launches.

For details, dates and directions to our club, meetings and launches, go

to:

http://narhams.org

Welcome New Members

Matthew Krohn

Andrew Harris

Welcome Renewing Members

Alistair Andrul is

Anne Runow

Don Carson

Mike Cochran

ZOG ROYAL COURT
(NARHAMS OFFICERS)

ZOG (President) Alex Mankevich

VICE ZOG (Vice-President) Vacant

COLLECTOR OF THE ROYAL TAXES
(Treasurer) Maria Ha

KEEPER OF THE HOLY WORDS (Secretary)

Chris Kidwell

COURT JESTER (Section Advisor) Mark Wise

January 1 , 201 5, Chris Kidwell wil l be stepping

down as secretary. He is moving to Florida (but

not getting out of the hobby.) I f you are interested

in the secretary position, please contact Chris or

Alex Mankevich.

Chris wil l sti l l be helping out with the web pages,

and TARC, so we wil l sti l l see him on the range.
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In Remembrance: The ZOG-43 Car

By Alex Mankevich

NARHAMS President

Change is the inevitable

consequence of the relentless

march of time. Some changes

bring about an improvement in

our lives, spurred along by either

new or better technology. Other

changes remove what is familiar

and comfortable in our lives, and

that make us nostalgic for the

way things were.

Some changes can actually accomplish both. Changes

which are planned, measured and performed in a manner

dedicated to the goal of accomplishing some good can ease

the sting of removing what had become familiar. People

can agreeably adapt to new ways and means when they

perceive that the new “good” doesn’t sully the proven

intentions of the “old”. Such is the case with the purchase

by our Secretary Chris Kidwell of a new Clean Special

Fuel vehicle. The consequence of his well-intended action

is that the familiar VA. Reg. Tag No. “ZOG-43” is no

longer with us.

I had first noted the absence of the ZOG-43 tag this spring

as Chris and I waited for people to clear their vehicles from

the Mt. Airy launch range so that we could lock the gate.

Chris had purchased his new car some months earlier;

although this was the first time I had connected the new car

to Chris. Dr. Kidwell patiently explained to me, as tears

were running down my face, that he was not allowed to

transfer his old tags to the new Clean Special Fuel vehicle.

There had been many months in which I had pulled into

the parking lot of our monthly business meeting to be

greeted by the familiar sight of the “ZOG-43” tag. I was

accorded instant comfort in knowing that Dr. Kidwell was

already present, along with his trusty lap top, to perform

his important Secretary duties during our upcoming

business meeting. The bold “ZOG” lettering accompanied

by the esoteric and mysterious “43” numbering set

alongside the image of the Lockheed SR-71 "Blackbird"

had been an arresting sight. The absence of that vehicle

tag in the parking lot meant that I had to nervously keep an

eye peeled on the door for the arrival ofDr. Kidwell.

So, for those NARHAMS members such as myselfwho

value the strength and honor represented by the “old and

proven” I now share a picture ofDr. Kidwell’s former

“ZOG-43” tag in all its glory as it was when parked at

Great Meadows during the TARC finals ofMay 2010. As

Ole Ed would say: “Je me souviens”, or "I remember".

201 4 World Space Modeling
Championships.
By: Jim Filler USA #910612

The Fédération Aéronautique Internationale is the

governing body that sanctions model rocket competition on

the international level. Every two years the World Space

Modeling Championships are held to determine the top

contest flyers in the world. The events are similar to NAR

competition with a few subtle differences. The events

flown are normally the same for every championship

which is flown bi-annually, compared to NAR competition

that sees a wide range of events with varying motor

choices. Space modeling events are designated by a simple

abbreviation system that starts with an “S” for space

modeling, an event number from 1 -9, then the motor

designation. The slate of events can change but is usually

as follows:

o S1B – Altitude with the total impulse ofa “B”motor

o S3A – Parachute Duration with a total impulse ofan “A”

motor

o S4A – Rocket Glider Duration with a total impulse ofan

“A” motor

o S5C – Scale Altitude with a total impulse ofan “C”motor

o S6A – Streamer Duration with a total impulse ofan “A”

motor

o S7 – Scale no motor class
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o S8E- Radio Controlled Rocket Glider with a total impulse

ofan “E”motor

o S9 – Gyrocopter aka Helicopter Duration with a total

impulse ofan “A” motor

This slate of events is for the senior competitors. Junior

competitors fly the same events, and some are lower motor

classes. S1A, S5B, S8D. Individual awards are given to the

winners of each event for the top three finishers. Each

country has the option to enter up to three individuals in

each event where the scores are combined to yield a team

score. The individual and team top three finishes are

awarded gold, silver and bronze medals along with a FAI

diploma of achievement.

This 2014 event was held in Kaspichan, Bulgaria. The US

team was represented by ten junior members, eighteen

senior members, fourteen supporters, and two coaches. We

entered every event and competed against eighteen other

teams from around the world. Team members come from

all over the US, demonstrate a high level of performance,

and what really stands out is the comradery and support for

each other. On most days two events are flown, one in the

morning and one in the afternoon. The

junior and senior teams do not fly the

same event at the same time, but each

team is flying their scheduled event from

adjacent ranges. Normally team members

only fly in a maximum of two events

simply so each member can focus their

effort and energy into a small skillset.

Each team competing flies from a

designated lane. The day your event is

flown, all the team members not flying

work to support and recover your flights.

The international events require motors to

be tested for maximum impulse. So each

team and each event has to have motors

tested from the team batch. Once they are

approved then they are impounded and

locked into a motor box that the organizers maintain

control of so no untested motors can be used. Each lane has

an official set of timers that maintain control of the motor

box while on the field. The team coach has the key and

opens the box for each contestant to obtain a motor for that

flight. International competition is setup to fly in rounds.

This creates the necessity of having to be consistent and

having to work with a time constraint.

With the event occurring in Bulgaria this cycle, it was truly

a pleasure to have good friends Dimitri, Albena and Stoil

Avramov to help and assist with anything any of us on the

team needed. My journey to Bulgaria began flying from

Dulles International Airport August 21 st. Kevin Johnson

and I flew with several other team members on the same

flight to Vienna, Austria. From Vienna, we connected to

Varna, Bulgaria and then took a bus to the town of Shumen.

We stayed at the Shumen Grand Hotel for the next 7 days.

Each participant’s entry fees includes your room and meals

for the course of your stay. Saturday started off our daily

journey to the field which was about a 30 minute ride on

the team bus. Saturday was designated an official practice

day which let contestants make practice flights from the

range and Saturday was also motor testing day. Contest

flying started on Sunday afternoon and my event S5C Scale

Altitude was on Tuesday afternoon. James Duffy, Matt

Steele and myselfmade up the senior S5 team. I scored 355

points for a static score in the bottom third of all the

entries. My best flight was 666 meters combined with my

static score to finish in 10th place. James finished in 11 th

and Matt finished 24th. Even though none ofwas really

close to finishing near the top three, we did do well

combined and finished in fourth place in

the team standings.

The US team did come home with some

great results. In the junior division Alyssa

Stenberg won an individual gold medal

for S5B Scale altitude. NARHAMS

member Stoil Avramov won a silver

medal in S4A rocket glider. The junior

S8D (Radio Control Glider) team of

Alyssa Stenberg, Zack Stenberg and

Brendan O’Bryan won a team silver

medal. Trip Barber finished third in

senior division S9A gyrocopter.

NARHAMS member Kevin Johnson was

able to max all three rounds in S3A

parachute duration which enabled him to advance to fly off

round. Kevin finished 11 th from the fly off round. Overall

the US team had some exceptional flights over the course

of the event.

Friday was scheduled as an extra day in case ofweather

preventing events from being flown. As it turned out the

extra day was not needed and the organizers provided two

Brendan O'Bryan with his S8 model.
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different tours for participants to

choose from. The resort town of

Varna where we flew into

Bulgaria is situated along the

Black Sea and is a very nicely

appointed resort for travelers to

vacation at this world class

beach. We enjoyed the resort and

the trip and decided to return the

next day to enjoy the resort for

some rest relaxation and great

beer. Sunday we returned to the Varna airport and started

our journey home. Eight of us took a 90 minute flight back

to Vienna Austria, took the city train, the subway, and then

walked a few blocks to our hotel for the night. We took the

subway back to the downtown pedestrian zone and

proceeded to take in the old world charm ofVienna. We

had dinner at a little café and where we enjoyed authentic

schnitzel, strudel and of course great beer! Monday

morning we headed back to airport and flew home back to

the USA. It was a great and memorable trip. Participating

as a member of the US team is a great way to represent

your country, forge relationships with team members and

space model enthusiasts from around the world.

Bringing'em Back Home – Finding Our
Rockets at the Internats

Steve Humphrey

The Altitude (S1 ), Parachute Duration (S3) and Scale

Altitude (S5) teams brought along a tiny radio tracking

device -- a few of them, actually -- and a receiver with a

Yagi antenna. The transmitter is about the size of a pea and

weighs 1 /2 gram. Though a bit costly the transmitter is

essentially a throw-away device; once powered up the lipo

cell drains even when the device is turned off. The range is

modest, a few hundred feet depending on vegetation and

terrain. But it works as I can attest!

Jim Kelton was given the job of carrying the receiver and

antenna around all week. James Duffy, Craig Vinyard and I

went out with Jim to search for one ofKevin Johnson's S3

models. We had multiple lines of sight for where it went

down in the sunflower field, so weren't entirely dependent

on the radio, but the directional signal agreed with our

visual lines and we successfully retrieved the model.

The real test was with the S1 and S5 models. Generally

these models don't drift far and if a model's streamer is

deployed and remains attached the model is always tracked

visually by at least one person and recovered -- if it doesn't

land in a sunflower forest. We saw one model land in the

sunflower jungle across the street from the launch field,

where it remains in spite of having one visual and one radio

line on it.

One S5 flight convinced me that the radio has merit. Jim

Filler's Bumper WAC flight seemingly caught a thermal --

Steve Foster, Terrill Willard and I chased the model nearly

a mile only to discover we were chasing just the streamer.

The little WAC had detached and had fallen free!

Fortunately the line of flight had not been over the

sunflower wilderness, but rather over a combination of

harvested corn (yay! ) and tall

grass (boo! ). We walked the

line back toward the launch

site with only modest hope of

finding the model -- our past

experience finding these tiny

streamer-less models has been

poor. We did want to find it;

not only did it carry the

transmitter, it also was

carrying a 40-Euro altimeter

which might have recorded an

excellent altitude.

Jim Kelton scanned as we

walked back. He had been a

trooper the entire week,

never complaining about

lugging the heavy radio and antenna and apparently

enjoying the job. I begged him for a chance to try my hand

and he relented. Ten minutes or so later I picked out the

faint ping of the transmitter! The Yagi gave a rough

direction to turn -- my inexperienced ear could only narrow

the direction down to a quadrant -- but as we wandered off

to the side the signal got stronger. About 200 feet along we

had left the tall grass and were walking across the

harvested corn field, and the signal was very strong. Soon I

stopped at a point where I could no longer tell which way

to go; the signal was strong in all directions. I had been

keeping my head up, scanning the ground ahead for the

model; nothing in sight . . . until I looked down at my feet.

Oh, here it is.

Beer Kegs outside a tent

on the range.

Jim Kelton with the radio setup

he carried.
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Flying Parachute Duration (S3A) at the
World Space Modeling Championships
in Bulgaria

Kevin Johnson

My models were

beefy and flew using

the Estes A3-4T, no

piston. I wanted

reliable, tested, no

drama flights.

Practice here has shown that

with a 30" chute, even 10g

models will thermal away. One thing we are very good at

with the current crop ofUS team members is picking air.

The glider guys - especially Herb Vinyard - are dark artists

at seeing the invisible ocean above. My 3 max flights were

proof of this, as I'd watch the pistoned euro motored birds

boost high and get good times even if they didn't hook up

with a thermal, then have my dump trucks boost 20-30

meters lower, open the chute, then find the lift that I was

launched towards.

Because we were not using dethermalizers (DT),

we also relied heavily on the recovery team. At the

very last minute, I heard that the Scale Altitude

(S5C) team was going to have a radio tracking

system available, so I ponied up for a transmitter

(5mm x 13mm x 3mm with a mass of .5g) to give

some sort of insurance for a long flying model.

This proved a wise move - there were fields of

sunflowers all around with the crop standing over

6 feet tall. My first round flight with the tracker flew over a

ridge and descended into a patch of the wretched

sunflowers. Jim Kelton and, I think, Dave O. were out

there and used the receiver to figure out an offset line to the

model and it was picked up much faster than if they were

searching the field along the original line.

With that model back, I was able to fly the 2nd model away

in round 2. I used the tracker again in round 3, but the

model caught a boomer thermal and quickly flew high and

downrange out of range of the receiver. 3 maxes and an

extra model to check in for the flyoffs! Steve Kristal had 2

maxes but no return, and Terrill Willard had a max and a

crimp that then deployed and flew off for what would have

been a max, both not returned.

The flyoffs were held later in the evening with a stiffening

breeze and no real thermal activity. I borrowed a piston for

this round, knowing that I needed all the altitude I could

get. After two attempts at getting it set up, I decided to

forgo the piston, and just fly as I had in the prior rounds. 4

good boosts and 4 good chutes, but the lower boost ofmy

model hurt my time. The next competitor up from me had

almost 100 seconds more duration. Good for a spot in the

top 10. Heaps

better than my

last go at S3 in

Baikonur where I

came in 4th from

the bottom

because the

Chinese team

brought models

that were under

40mm. As a team

we tied for 1 3th

with the Poles.

Experts looking for good air.

(photo by Jim Filler)

Timer giving KJ the stink eye!

(photo by Jim Filler)

Kevin and Jim coming

home from the WSMC!

Mike Nowak's Little Joe for S7 (Scale)

(photo by Jim Filler)
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Ole Ed remembers Art Rose

On August 27, 2014, the rocketeer community lost Art

Rose. Art was a former Gold Medalist in international

competition, a multiple time NAR Champion, and designer

of the famous Rose-A-Roc helicopter duration model and

the Rose fin jig.

Below are some thoughts from Ed Pearson on Art:

Art was the meticulous rocketeer; a consummate

perfectionist in all aspects ofmodel construction and

having fought in WWII a member of the finest generation.

You could tell you were in the presence of greatness even if

you never met him--merely by seeing his basement

workshop.

He preceded Jim Filler in scale altitude (his models were

awesomely crafted) and me as the manager ofUS

international teams.

I got to know him well at the US/USSR meet at Wallops

Island, regularly annually at Pearl River rocket

conventions, and would otherwise see him, like most likely

you did, when I would attend NARAM.

Matt Steele was sure right when he said he had

international recognition. ( E.G., Anatoly Klochkov would

rave about Art every time we met. Anatoly lived in

Kazakhstan and the mentor ofmany fine men and sports

modelers).

This was sad news and I am sad for his family and the

rocket community.

Space Rubles?

NARHAMS member Ed Pearson was the coach of the US

Internats Teams for years. Ed is pictured here with Jim

Filler who recently returned from the 2014 WSMC (see

coverage elsewhere in Zog-43) with a gift from Russian

team member Alexey Koryapin. The bag contains Russian

coins that had flown aboard a Russian Spacecraft mission.

Alexey did not offer any details on when or what flight,

just that he wanted to give them to longtime friend Ed

Pearson.

August Sport Launch Photos by Ole Ed

Here is Mike Kelley

watching the launch of

his G53 FJ powered

Harpoon.

Jef Fineran poses with his IRIS

(GSFC VC colors, not scale

colors)

Aiden Bergeson's Mean

Machine.

(Aiden came last year

and returned to fly at

Aug's club launch at the

ripe old age of 10 years)
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Night Launch LED
Project
by Jef Fineran

The brain child of the LED

project was mastermind

Jim Filler. I helped him

assemble the LED payload

bays that were assembled

for the night launch, based

on a BT80 enclosure, for

this years night launch. At

$20 each, I think they were

a steal.

The LED's were purchased offEBay - they are readily

available in a whole rainbow of colors, waterproof or not,

with all different types of attachments, using just a simple

solder joint to each tab of the LED strip. They can be cut to

desired length, and are very flexible.

I was surprised at

how easily Jim's

design went

together. Attach

the LED's to a

section body tube,

using the tape

already on the back ofLED, pass the wires through the

tube through a hole about 1 /4 inch diameter, bundle all the

wires together of each polarity, solder at each joint, heat

shrink over that, and If so desired a simple on/off switch

could be installed on the ground side for easy operation.

Batteries were 11 .1 Volt DC Lithium Polymer (pretty

standard in the R/C world) available for around $50 total

including battery and charger. Several of us already had the

batteries and chargers needed. The battery I bought for this

project was rated 1000 MaH - good for at least 30 minutes

or so runtime - more than enough for our purposes. The

whole assembly dropped inside another clear plastic BT80

sized tube, with a nose cone taped (friction fit) at one end,

and an epoxied bulkhead at the other.

They came out great, were easy to see, and simple to use -

simply plug in, drop the nose on, tape it off and done.

I also got a chance to brush up on my soldering skills out

of it. . .

My "Night Rider" rocket, which flew perfectly at the night

launch on an Aerotech F40, to around 450 feet.

Jim Filler putting one of his night launch models on the pad.

(photo by Ole Ed Pearson)
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Interview with Jim Barrowman - Final
Part
at the home of Don and Luly Carson,

Lake Gaston, NC Sept 201 3

D: Well, lets move to some more personal recollections or

memories. What aspects ofmodel rocketry gave or gives

you the most pleasure personally?

J: When I first started at work I really enjoyed the

engineering. As I matured even after being 20 moving into

my 30’s and 40’s, it really became about the people. When

I first started in model rocketry, I really liked building

rockets and that’s why I first started but very quickly it

became about the people. What I ended up enjoying was

the people, enjoying seeing young people develop and

develop their skills and develop both in term of rocketry

per se but then seeing the young people exercise their

organizational skills and their interpersonal skills and

getting to know the various folks I’ve spoken about and

gaining an appreciation of all their contributions. I think

that to me, the technical aspects, the modeling aspects of it

are enjoyable but that quickly got over arched by the same

kind of thing that I enjoyed about work and I enjoy about

life. It’s the people and getting involved with them and

hopefully making a contribution and either helping or

observing them making contributions.

D: Ok, and on a related note, what are some ofyour best

model rocketry related memories over the years?

J: The first World Championships and meeting some of

the these folks I’d heard about from Harry and Jim

Kukowski and watched how other people and other

counties, many of them Soviet bloc countries at the time,

went about building rockets. I think we tended to have

more sophisticated rockets than they did when it came to

competition, flying-type competitions, but we could never

touch the other guys when it came to scale models. I don't

think we ever have. They always outshined us and I don't

know why, I think we had certain individuals that we had

in the first World Championships who really stood out and

did a great job and I’m sure they did since since then. Just

going to that first competition really stands out in my

mind, that first World Championship and the camaraderie

that came out of being there. I know others have have

gotten into that and really enjoyed it too. Ed Pearson spent

a lot of time as the the team captain for internationals. Trip

has been involved quite a bit. It is kind of a heady

experience because you are going places and meeting

people that are legends in their own right. Seeing how

other people, what they do in the way of competitive

rocketry. That was really neat, really neat.

Just the whole ECRM series and having pulled together the

ECRM series, to me, was a very enjoyable activity. To

think that we probably flew some the biggest model

rocketry meets ever flown in that series ofmeets. And had

a lot of kids from all over the east coast involved and

enjoying it and meeting each other and a lot of friendships

evolved from that and a lot of long term relationships

evolved from that.

The other thing was running NARAM-10 with Judy. That

was very early in our marriage and we kind of found a

common bond in doing that sort of thing together. But then

also with Howard and Dottie, they were deeply involved in

the planning and operation and making it happen, being

successful at it. Later on, going to some of the other

NARAMs out in Seattle and Houston, earlier on going out

to Mankato Minn. and flying out of airport that was also a

soybean farm. If rockets came down in those soybeans you

may or may not ever find them. That was quite an

experience. Meeting other people around the country at the

other NARAMs.

Going to a big exposition at Dulles airport [D: Transpo-72]

yes, Transpo [D: I remember going to that. ] Transpo, Jay

Apt was deeply involved with that and I know you were, a

lot of the guys in the club were deeply involved in making.

Here you were with the big timers, with all the aircraft that

flew into Dulles at that time. We got to see some neat

planes. Also, we had our own booth where we were

talking about the NAR. People enjoyed being there seeing

it, and the rockets. We flew some exhibition rockets [D: a

lot ofPatriots, I think] yeah, Patriots, Vern contributed a

bunch of Patriots. He contributed a lot of stuff to make that

happen. I don’t think he ever actually showed up himself,

but he sure put a lot ofmaterial into that. So that was a lot

of fun, that was a neat activity.

Most recently was the TARC series, the Team America

Rocketry Challenge, being involved with that and watching

all these youngsters from all over the country to compete,

being a mentor for some of them here in the Md area. I was
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only able to be a mentor for a couple of years and I am not

sure what’s happened. There haven't been that many in Md,

but I was involved with some from the Annapolis high

schools. One that actually ended up in the finals, the other

one, once they got flying, they busted up their altimeter and

they gave up, which is too bad. Being involved in that

whole TARC process and Trip Barber has been a

tremendous leader in making that happen. Keeping it going

for as long as it has. Keeping the Aerospace Industries

Association involved with the NAR and appreciating what

we do for that important thing of getting more people

involved in technical careers. Its going to have long term

consequences that none of us understand at this point.

The involvement in model rocketry has been great.

D: Along that line, kind ofa parallel with your most

memorable, maybe these are one in the same but, what are

your funny or most embarrassing moments? Model

rocketry related or not

J: Probably, I think I'll stick to model rocketry, but the

funniest? I’m kind a serious guy, so I have a hard time

thinking about what’s the funniest. I enjoyed a lot of the

camaraderie and like I'd talked about many times, the stuff

that Bruce put together, fun stuff that we did. Probably the

most embarrassing was when we had to deal with those

guys at NARAM-8, when they stole those signs. Jim

Kukowski took the lead in that, but I was involved and

Howard was involved as well. Trying to explain to the

powers that be that these rocketeers were not a threat to

society even though they had just stolen 50 traffic signs. Ya

know, its really kind of embarrassing to deal with that kind

of situation. Personally embarrassing? Other than some

pretty badly built models, I've never really embarrassed

myself too badly. I've always had fun. You know, funny

things happen, but I can't remember any particular one that

jumps out at me that had me really rocking.

D: Do you remember being a part ofa rocket contest at

Aberdeen Proving Grounds, I don't remember which one it

was, where stored away in one ofthe buildings near the

field was some NASA traveling exhibit material ofsome

kind. They had one little kiosk that was to hold a moon

rock. Do you remember that it actually showed up at the

meet with a rock in place, that looked surprisingly like the

bluestone gravel from out in the parking lot?

J: I don't remember that.

D: you don't remember that?

J: I don't remember that, was it a MARS?

D: I think it was a MARS

J: Why, up at Aberdeen Proving Grounds, why would there

be a NASA traveling exhibit, could it have been at

Wallops?

D: No, I never I ever flew at Wallops

J: I don't remember that.

D:You don't remember that?

J: Obviously you do.

D: I somehow kind ofthought that you had something to do

with pranking Don(me), cause I sort offell for it, "They got

a moon rock here! Can you believe that, they brought moon

rock up for us?”

J: You know, that sounds like an Ed Pearson and, you

know, he used to run the Visitor's Center. He had a lot to do

with that.

D: This might have predated him running the VC, it was a

long time ago.

J: Maybe Howard had something to do with that, he and I

both worked with the educational programs office.

D: That one wasn't on the list, the thought just occurred to

me to ask.

J: No, as far as. . .

D: Something made me think that. . . I always suspected that

it was you and Bruce that conspired to pull that off.

J: I really don’t remember that at all, I am not just faking a

bad memory.

D: Unless I decide to make up your answer on this one.

J: I wouldn't be surprised that Bruce was involved, but

would think it was an Ed Pearson.

D: There is one last thing that we talked about it in passing

but I do not think that this conversation with you would be

complete without talking a little bit more about the

Barrowman equations, the R&D report, and all the things

that it spawned. Could you talk about that a little more?

You mentioned impressing Harry Stine with that. I can

only imagine that that was an unheard oflevel oftechnical

competence presented at a NARAMfor R&D.

J: According to Harry that was true. [D: You don't need to

be modest about it. ] Face it, I was a pro [D:Exactly] and so

it was a professional presentation both in term ofwriting

and hopefully in terms of talking about it and as I flew

rockets. It was an extension ofwork I did for my Masters

thesis where I did aerodynamics of sounding rockets across
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the whole Mach regime. Of course this was a special case

at low Mach numbers and at low angles of attack, but I just

knew that the Center ofLateral Area approach was yielding

overly stable rockets and in a competition sense you could

build a better rocket that would be less susceptible to wind

and have less drag if you used smaller fin area which the

Center ofLateral Area was actually telling people to use

more fin area than they really needed.

So I said, I've been doing this computer program to

calculate sounding rocket aerodynamics. Perhaps I could

take the equations that I put together for that and simplify

them in a way that doesn’t lose their accuracy but makes it

possible for young people, my target was junior high

school kids, could actually apply those equations. So I put

my mind to it and it turns out I was able to figure out a way

to do that and it seemed to have held up over the years.

They are pretty accurate, even though I made some

simplifying assumptions. They were not assumptions that

were easily violated by your normal model rocket. There

are rockets being flown now, the kind with the body tube

fins, not quite sure how you go about doing that.

I've have had various people over the years come to me. As

matter of fact, I was just reading an email here that one of

Jerry Gregorek's students is now teaching at the university

in North Carolina and he is using the equations in his

seminar, senior projects for the rocketry. Having kids do

them and he's introduced his students to the equations, as

part of that activity. But he just wrote me saying that he

needed to talk to me about an issue that has come up with

the equations. Don't know what it is, but I've had a number

of those over the years, and they always tend to come back

to the fact that it is a low angle of attack. People are

concerned of you get beyond a certain angle of attack they,

they are going to breakdown violently.

They don't tend to do that, they tend to stay pretty close to

something under 10 degrees or less. Unless you are really

flying a very heavy model with low power and then the

wind can get you well beyond a 10 degree angle of attack

and things do break down but you have to get to like 30-40

degrees before the thing really goes crazy, if you have

allowed any kind of static margin between the CP and CG,

I actually did an R&D project after that for the one in

Columbus (NARAM-11 or 12?) where I tried to address

how you would deal with the question of slow lift off and

wind weighting/wind cocking of a rocket and how you

could take that into account. I have since lost the paper I

can only hope that Gerry Gregorek still has it buried in his

basement somewhere. I don't think I won anything with it

because at the same time, he was doing stuff on drag that

was superior.

It was obviously something I enjoyed doing, it was an

extension ofmy professional work and I enjoyed the fact

that I was able to put together equations that a youngster

could use and of course now they have all been consumed

in computer programs and I think there’s a whole bunch of

kids that are using them that don't know what they are

using. They are just plugging numbers into a computer

program and don't know what the equations look like. [D:

you are right] It’s a fascinating experience, I have to say its

a fascinating experience, for people to be introduced to you

and they go, "Are you THE Barrowman? Of the

Barrowman equations?" and yes, as fact of the matter, yes I

am. It’s a great ego booster, among other things, but

fascinating to be in that position. I've often said to myself,

well you know, long after any contributions I made as a

NASA engineer and manager are long forgotten, the

Barrowman equations will still be remembered by people

[D: They'll live on long] .

D: Ok great, got any ideas for the future for the NAR,

model rocketry, high power rocketry?

J: I guess I don't have any sense other than I think TARC,

the Team America Rocket Challenge, represents to me one

of the things that is going to affect the future of this

country. I think I saw it in NARHAMS, I saw it in other

clubs and other groups around the country, and that is why

I am a little concerned about the fact that we don't have as

many junior members. I think model rocketry, as an

organized activity with the NAR in particular, helps to

encourage youngsters to go into technical fields and

become engineers and scientists. It’s a great motivator

because it’s fun, like Howard always said.

But also it’s a chance to actually experience real world

things that happen to rockets. It’s not just some abstract

thing you see on TV, it’s something that you are actually

doing yourself. You have a chance to really get to know

what it is like to do real engineering and real research and

fly real things. I think model rocketry will make a long

term contribution to this country because of its educational

value. So I think it’s a very worthwhile hobby for many
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many reasons and chief among them is the fact that it

brings technology into people lives in a non-abstract,

hardware sense, not just software and cellphones and iPads.

It gives them a chance to literally put their hands around

technology and enjoy it.

End of Interview

Many Thanks to Jim and Judy Barrowman for taking the

time to do the interview, and to Don Carson, for being the

interviewee and transcriber. We hope you have enjoyed this

look into the NARHAMS and NAR history.

NARAM 56

A small contingent ofNARHAMSters attended

NARAM-56 in Colorado. Here are a few pics.

1 . The NARHAMS crew gets food (Left to Right: Chris

Ha, Maria Ha, Chris Kidwell, Don Carson, Tom Ha)

2. Concept Scale Launch Crue

3. Steve Humphrey with his FAI A PD.

4. C Division FAI Winners, Chris Kidwell earned 2nd,

Don Carson earned 4th

5. Chris Ha gets recognition for getting his Level 2

certification

6. Chris Kidwell returning with his Scale model.

7. Dave Fitch's entry in Concept Scale, Wonder

Woman's Plane.

1

2 3

5

4

6

7
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Night launch coverage
By Jim Filler NAR #27862

Saturday September 20th was the monthly

club launch at Old National Pike Park. Several

of us met at the storage facility and got the

range set up and ready to go by noon. Things

started slowly for the first few hours, but by

about 2pm things got quite busy. We also had

a scout invasion about 3pm and really got

busy flying rockets. Several times we filled

both racks along with flights from the away

pads. Many flyers were launching new night

launch vehicles for a verification that the

models would perform as needed for the night

launch.

Chris Kidwell put together a fun contest called the “ABO”

Triathlon” open to anyone that wanted to participate. The

Triathlon fun event was held in conjunction with the

September sport launch. There were several rule changes

this year. Spot landing was changed to allow any motor

type to be used, since C-powered spot landing that

was used previously was ridiculously hard. The

scoring was also changed to multiply the scores from

each flight instead of adding them. This was done to

place a greater emphasis on consistently good flights

instead of optimizing for a single killer flight.

In the senior division, Jim Berg took first place,

followed by Jim Filler, Chris Kidwell, and John

Shafer. In the junior division, Caroline Berg came in

first, followed by Rachel Shafer and Natalie Shafer.

Counting the fun contest flights and sport launches

we finished the day launch with 162 total launches in

6 hours’ time or roughly 27 flights per hour!

We shut down the day launch at 6pm allowing for

flyers to get some dinner and get prepped for the night

launch which would start at 7pm. Maria &

Tom Ha brought homemade chili, corn

bread and salad for those that didn’t want

to leave the field to go to the Golden

Arches Inn or various other fast food

places. Thanks Maria & Tom good stuff

and appreciated! We added light sticks to

the perimeter rope and some red lamps to

the rack and the away pads. A few

minutes after 7pm we opened for night

launch vehicles with the sun setting. Each

year the night launch vehicles get a little

better and the lighting also gets better. We

had one two stage flight and two cluster

flights. The total count for the night launch

was 42 flights in just under 2 hours. Thanks

go out to everyone who helped with, picking up the

equipment, setting up the range, doing range duty, tearing

down the range, and returning the equipment to storage

about 9:30. Yes it was a long day but still my favorite

launch of the year. We had lots and lots of great daytime

and night launches.

Motor Day Motor Day Motor Night Motor Night

3 C 39 1 /8A 0 C 1 2

1 /4A 0 D 1 7 1 /4A 0 D 8

1 /2A 11 E 8 1 /2A 0 E 5

A 25 F 8 A 1 F 2

B 49 G 2 B 1 3 G 0

1 /8A

Jim Berg wins first place

(photo by Ole Ed Pearson)

Caroline Berg wins 1 st place, junior division.

(photo by Ole Ed Pearson)
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More September Launch photos
from Ole Ed Pearson

John McCoy processed models for the

night launch and helped new rocketeers

with tools, supplies, and shared expertise.

Fabrice Derullieux and his Pong rocket

John Langford and his Semroc Starlight rocket Scott Branche preparing his up scale

radio controlled Flying Jenny

Scott's Jenny at lift off

NARHAMS CALENDAR FOR THE REST OF 201 4
Oct 4 5:30 – 9 pm Monthly meeting: Movie night (Ed Pearson) College Park, MD

Oct 5 1 – 2 pm Goddard public launch Greenbelt, MD

Oct 18 12 – 4 pm Sport launch: gliders, radio controlled or free flight

Section Meet - A PD, RC Glider (Don Carson, Contest Director) Mt. Airy, MD

Nov 1 5:30 – 9 pm Monthly meeting: Planning 2015 (Alex Mankevich) College Park, MD

Nov 2 1 – 2 pm Goddard public launch Greenbelt, MD

Nov 15 12 – 4 pm Sport launch (open) Mt. Airy, MD

Nov 29 12 – 4 pm Ag Center launch (Mark Wise) Westminster, MD

Dec 6 5:30 – 9 pm Holiday party, Greenbelt Community Church, 1 Hillside Road Greenbelt, MD

Dec 7 1 – 2 pm Goddard public launch Greenbelt, MD

Dec 13 12 – 4 pm Sport launch (open) Mt. Airy, MD




